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In October 2015, Democratic Conference Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins launched the 

Democratic Policy Group to develop policy initiatives to serve all New Yorkers.  The group, 

chaired by Senator Daniel Squadron, with Senators George Latimer, Velmanette Montgomery, 

Kevin S. Parker, and José M. Serrano, works with the entire Democratic Conference to identify 

and advance practical solutions to the most pressing problems facing New Yorkers today.  

In his 2018 budget, President Trump has proposed drastic cuts to the federal Superfund 

program, which protects New Yorkers by removing toxic chemicals from contaminated sites 

around the state and creates jobs in environmental cleanup and for businesses that can newly 

operate at sites that have been cleaned up.1 

These Trump administration cuts will cost New York jobs and leave New Yorkers less 

safe. 

Enhancing Superfund and Environmental Cleanup in the Age of Trump 

 Enhancing state Superfund and environmental cleanup laws will save jobs and protect 

New Yorkers’ health and safety in the face of Trump administration attacks. President Trump’s 

budget cuts $330 million from the federal Superfund program2 – a 30% cut in resources3 for this 

essential federal program that cleans up sites contaminated with dangerous toxins and pollutants.   

 New York has 85 federal Superfund sites4 including Eighteenmile Creek in Lockport, the 

Hopewell Precision Area in Hopewell Junction, and numerous sites on Long Island and around 

the state.5  Ongoing site cleanup work that now depends on federal funding would be slowed or 

halted by the drastic federal Superfund cuts proposed by the Trump administration. 

These cuts loom at a terrible time for New York.   

Communities across New York are facing increasingly severe threats from illegal and 

contaminated waste, including at former industrial sites and illegal “dumping grounds” that 

imperil local quality of life.6  Rather than cutting support for environmental cleanup as President 

Trump has proposed, Environmental Conservation Committee Ranking Member Senator Todd 

Kaminsky and Senators John E. Brooks, Joseph P. Addabbo, Jr., Leroy Comrie, Toby Ann 

Stavisky and the Policy Group have here identified 4 steps New York can take now to enhance 

Superfund and other environmental cleanup programs in New York to create jobs and protect 

health and communities across the state. 

 Reducing or stopping federally supported cleanup at New York Superfund sites will cost 

New Yorkers jobs.  Superfund cleanup creates on-site jobs in excavation, dredging, ground and 

water treatment, and rehabilitation to allow sites to be safely re-used.7  Nationally, studies have 

shown environmental cleanup already to be employing 126,000 people and generating $25 

billion in economic activity.8  In New York, EPA figures show 6,185 people employed and $277 

million in annual income from businesses operating on Superfund sites that have been safely 

rehabilitated.9 

 Slowing or halting work on federal Superfund sites will also imperil New Yorkers as 

toxic contaminants will continue to sit in New York ground and water, leaching further and 

further toward homes and drinking water.10  

 Recent incidents on Long Island have included the dumping of tens of thousands of tons 

of toxic construction debris in Roberto Clemente Park in Brentwood,11 and West Hills County 

Park in Huntington,12 along with numerous other incidents of construction debris discovered on 
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roads, in parks and residential areas.13,14,15,16  Incidents of illegal disposal have also been 

uncovered elsewhere in the state, including in Queens,17 the Hudson Valley,18 Buffalo,19 and 

other upstate areas.20 

 To combat significant cuts to the federal Superfund program and protect New Yorker’s 

jobs, health, and safety, New York must ensure its state Superfund and environmental cleanup 

laws provide tools as strong or stronger than federal Superfund to support localities across the 

state struggling with dangerous and unauthorized disposal of waste.  

1. Give New York Stronger Tools to Hold Polluters Accountable for Environmental 

Cleanup 

 Currently, the New York Attorney General and localities must often rely on federal 

Superfund laws to hold responsible parties accountable for environmental site cleanup.  In 

contrast, other states make polluters explicitly liable under state law, providing an important 

alternative remedy to support environmental cleanup.21  With the federal Superfund program 

under attack, making polluters explicitly liable under state law in New York will provide the 

state and localities an important new tool to support environmental cleanup in the age of Trump. 

 In addition, several state Superfund laws provide stronger tools than New York’s to 

recover money for cleanup costs from those responsible for illegal dumping.  New Jersey, 

Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, for example, allow recovery of up to three times cleanup costs 

in environmental actions.22  Several states, but not New York, also explicitly allow for liens 

against all revenue and property of responsible parties to help pay for cleanup.23  Providing the 

state and localities with stronger tools to support environmental cleanup projects will support 

such projects – and the jobs they create – in the face of Trump administration cuts. 

 By making polluters explicitly liable and adding stronger legal remedies like liens and 

treble damages to New York’s Superfund, as in S.6466 (2017) sponsored by Senator Comrie, 

New York can better address the increasingly severe and dangerous dumping being experienced 

by many communities with new and stronger tools to support environmental cleanup and hold 

those responsible for dumping accountable. 

2. Increase Enforcement and Penalties for Commercial Offenders  

 As the Trump administration decreases support for environmental cleanup, providing 

stronger penalties for illegal disposal and supporting local enforcement will also help New York 

decrease and prevent illegal dumping at the state level.  Although New York has some laws on 

the books to discourage illegal waste disposal, more can be done to increase the costs of illegal 

dumping and thereby deter future incidents. 

 First, although New York law provides for fines for illegal dumping,24 state-level fines in 

nearby Connecticut are higher and allow for other deterrents such as vehicle confiscation,25 

which could be an appropriate penalty for repeat offenders or those caught dumping significant 

loads of material.  Increased penalties are likely to reduce illegal disposal26 and could fund 

additional enforcement staff in areas experiencing the most significant illegal disposal issues.27  

Strengthening the penalties the state can impose for commercial offenders, as in S.6467 (2017) 

sponsored by Senator Stavisky, will better deter future incidents. 

 The state can also assist localities looking to increase enforcement through state support 

and coordination.  For example, several localities are seeking to install surveillance cameras in 

areas where illegal dumping is a concern.28  State legislation to support this and other anti-
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dumping enforcement efforts in interested communities and coordinate these programs across 

localities, as in S.6316 (2017) sponsored by Senator Brooks, will ease local burdens and help 

prevent perpetrators from moving from locality to locality.   

 In addition, although a re-draft of New York’s solid waste regulations is due soon from 

the State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC),29 its initially proposed revisions did 

not go far enough to prevent and deter illegal dumping.30  DEC should ensure that the next set of 

regulations includes an electronic manifest system to track debris from its creation through its 

receipt at a legal collection site – this would make it more difficult for debris to be dumped 

illegally and potentially create electronic flags for DEC when a load of debris failed to be 

delivered appropriately.  

3. Use New York’s Market Power to Increase Recycling of Construction Materials  

 The Trump administration is decreasing support for environmental cleanup just as New 

York communities are experiencing increases in the illegal disposal of often-hazardous 

construction and demolition debris.31   

 Reducing the amount of construction and demolition debris that needs to be disposed of 

by increasing construction materials recycling is likely to reduce illegal dumping, lower costs for 

businesses, and create jobs in the materials recycling industry.  Although some resources for 

construction materials recycling exist in the state, further development and expansion of 

recycling facilities and processes will help grow this industry.32   

 By providing that a certain percentage of the debris generated by state projects be subject 

to recycling goals and considering construction and debris recycling compliance in state and 

local contracts, as in S.6275 (2017) sponsored by Senator Kaminsky, New York can use its 

significant market power to grow this important route to decreasing statewide construction and 

demolition debris.  

4. Increase State Support for Local Prevention Programs To Reduce Illegal Garbage 

 New York State can also better support localities seeking to prevent the improper 

disposal of waste in their communities.  Many proper channels exist throughout the state for the 

disposal of unwanted electronics and furniture, household chemicals, and other garbage 

generated by households and businesses.   

 Some state programs – including support for “disposal days” and outreach about proper 

disposal methods, including recycling – exist to help localities address and prevent the improper 

disposal of trash in vacant lots, streets, sidewalks, and other public areas.  Reports from 

communities around the state show, however, that too often businesses and residents are not 

aware of proper disposal avenues, or have insufficient access to specialized disposal days or 

other programs, leading to improper disposal and the buildup of illegally disposed of waste.33   

 As the Trump administration leaves environmental cleanup efforts behind, New York 

should ensure our state programs provide sufficient support to residents to eliminate illegal 

dumping grounds and prevent illegal waste disposal, especially of potentially hazardous items 

like household chemicals and electronics.  Reducing the improper disposal of waste by better 

facilitating proper disposal will support local economic development and the revitalization of 

communities. 
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 Recognizing the importance of this issue to communities across New York, state 

prevention programs to assist homeowners and small businesses dispose of garbage 

appropriately should be expanded in keeping with best practices in other states34 as in S.6174 

(2017) sponsored by Senator Squadron.  In addition, existing state programs should be reviewed, 

as in S.6463 (2017) sponsored by Senator Addabbo, to ensure they are providing adequate 

assistance to communities facing the most significant problems.   

 

PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

         S.6466/Comrie – Enhanced Remedies for Environmental Cleanup 

         S.6467/Stavisky – Enhanced Penalties for Commercial Violators 

         S.6316/Brooks – Illegal Dumping Local Law Enforcement Grants 

         S.6275/Kaminsky – Procurement Standards and Preference for Waste Diversion 

         S6174/Squadron – Household and Small Business Waste Collection Events 

         S.6463/Addabbo – Electronic Waste Recycling Task Force  
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